Ontario Media Development Corporation

IN THE LOOP

SPECIAL EDITION
In our continued effort to promote Ontario's world-class film industry and locations, the Ontario Film Commission has worked hard behind the scenes to refresh and consolidate our Locations Library and Film Commission websites to be more useful for the global film industry. We’ve just posted our new website and we’re excited to invite you to visit the platform.

You will notice that the site now highlights important information about the Film Commission’s services, Ontario’s production/post-production sectors, Ontario’s competitive financial incentives, creative talent, infrastructure and news. The site now boasts intuitive navigation and accessible functionality that will support the growth of the film and television sector.

Click here to check out our new site
https://digitallibrary.omdc.on.ca/digitallibrary/default.aspx

Notable changes to the website include:

• A complete cosmetic overhaul. The database’s design contains new pages that highlight important information about the Film Commission’s services & updates.

• 80% increase in speed for search queries, providing near real-time results.

• A bigger spotlight on location photos, with larger and easily viewable thumbnails.

• A spotlight on recently added “film-friendly” locations throughout Ontario.

• A centralized search widget that appears on almost every page within the Library, for increased usability.

• Refreshed naming of database functions (i.e. “Bankers Box” is now “My Photos”).

• Easy and direct access to the Film Commission’s bi-weekly In Production List and monthly newsletter: In the Loop.

• Fun new image galleries that showcase projects filming in Ontario, past projects and staple Ontario looks.

Please note that despite the changes in look, the robust search and package building functions remain the same. If there are any questions or help needed with navigation, the Library team is here to assist you.

Film Commission Team
locations@omdc.on.ca
416-642-6634